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Skills and surveillance in casino gaming: work,
consumption and regulation

■ Terry Austrin
University of Canterbury, New Zealand

■ Jackie West
University of Bristol, UK

ABSTRACT

With gambling now part of mainstream entertainment and popular leisure, casi-
nos have become sites of legal work, combining the technical expertise and craft
skills of the croupier (dealer) in table games with increasingly deskilled machine-
minding in simulated video games.There are parallels with other service work, but
the significance of casino gaming lies in the manipulation of things, such as cards
and money, rather than in interpersonal relations and self-embodiment. Moreover,
surveillance is more specifically related to the particular conditions governing legal-
ization of a formerly ‘pariah’ industry than to management–worker control.
Drawing on fieldwork, we compare standardization in table and machine gaming
and show how different forms of surveillance are crucial to the legalization of
gambling as mass consumption. In highlighting the significance of materiality and
regulation in service sector employment, the case of casino gaming thus takes us
beyond conventional labour process paradigms. It also epitomizes a newly global-
ized form of work, currently promoted by industry interests but at the centre of
intense public debate in the UK and elsewhere.

KEY WORDS

hotel casinos / materiality / risk and control / service work

Bond had always been a gambler. He loved the dry riffle of the cards and the con-
stant unemphatic drama of the quiet figures around the green tables. He liked the
solid, studied comfort of card-rooms and casinos, the well-padded arms of the
chairs, the glass of champagne or whisky at the elbow, the quiet unhurried attention
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of good servants. He was amused by the impartiality of the roulette ball and of the
playing cards – and their eternal bias. He liked being an actor and a spectator and
from his chair to take part in other men’s dramas and decisions, until it came to his
own turn to say that vital ‘yes’ or ‘no’, generally on a fifty-fifty chance.

And when playing himself:

Bond lit himself a cigarette and settled in to his chair. The long game was launched
and the sequence of these gestures and the reiteration of this subdued litany would
continue until the end came and the players dispersed. Then the enigmatic cards
would be burnt or defaced, a shroud would be dropped over the table and the grass-
green baize battlefield would soak up the blood of its victims and refresh itself.
(Fleming, 2002 [1953]: 49, 82)

an Fleming displays here an acute awareness of the relationship between
consumption and production in the setting of the elite casino. Focused on the
experience of the high stakes gambler (both as participant and observer), on

what makes this leisure activity so compelling, his account nevertheless shows
how its pleasures are produced, that is on their intimate interconnections.1 This
paper seeks to clarify these connections by addressing the integral relationship
between the experience of gambling, the development of casinos and changes in
the organization of work in the mass or popular casino. It documents how the
‘riffle of cards’ and ‘sequence of gestures’ are not only reconfigured for low
stakes players but remain central to work and surveillance in the case of both
table play and gaming machine simulations.

The growth of commercial entertainment currently entails a major expan-
sion of legal gambling in the form of casinos, leisure centres and casino-hotels
in a number of new locations. Modelled in part on the success of the gaming
industry in Las Vegas, they form a key component of local strategies for eco-
nomic regeneration across a diverse range of societies in Australasia, North
America, South Africa and western and eastern Europe. Despite the way in
which these developments are set to transform work and consumption in capi-
talist economies, most research since initial legalization has centred on gam-
bling as consumption, both in terms of desire/experience (Reith, 1999) and the
risks of addiction (Dickerson, 1996), or on the changing regulatory context and
policy implications (Austrin, 1998; Miers, 1984, 1996). There has been some
attention to the labour process and the organization of work in table-gaming
(Frey, 1986; Lafferty and McMillen, 1989; Skolnick, 1978) but in highlighting
management control it fails, with the exception of Sallaz (2002) who worked as
a dealer in Las Vegas, to understand the complexity of surveillance and, more
significantly, the similarities and differences to machine gaming, which is the
major growth area. Such studies have also neglected the way in which changes
in the clientele promote different forms of work. In contrast, research on the
service sector and hospitality has recognized how the labour process is com-
posed of both the mode of delivery of services and the mode of their consump-
tion. The focus here has been on embodied, particularly gendered arrangements
(Adkins, 1995; Filby, 1992), on the use of flexible workers (Purcell et al., 1999,
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Rowley and Richardson, 2000) and employee empowerment as a means of
management control (Adkins and Lury, 2000; Jones et al., 1997; Leidner,
1993). Research on hospitality, however, has largely addressed conventional
forms of hotel and restaurant work, and processes here cannot be simply
mapped onto work in gambling. While ‘emotional labour’, for example, and
resistance to it, provides a largely appropriate frame for understanding wait-
ressing in casinos (Bayard de Volo, 2003), it fails to address questions of skill
and surveillance in gambling-specific employment.

We begin by identifying the hotel-casino as a central organizational form in
contemporary (re)development strategies for cities and coastal resorts. In docu-
menting the shift from elite social form to mass consumption and the stan-
dardized practices which deliver this popular leisure experience and spectacle,
we show how the work associated with gambling in hotel-casinos combines ele-
ments of craft skills (deployed in table games) and increasingly deskilled
machine minding (deployed in simulated video games). In parallel with other
service industries, these developments have entailed an emphasis on customer
relations and a recomposition of the labour force, especially feminization.
However, the work of both dealers and machine minders involves the manipu-
lation of things as much as inter-personal relations and self-embodiment, and
surveillance practices are more specifically related to the particular conditions
governing legalization of a formerly ‘pariah’ industry. The case of casino gam-
bling therefore highlights the significance of materiality and regulation in ser-
vice work. In emphasizing the continued importance of technical skill in this
area of employment and the complexities of workplace surveillance, the article
thus provides a critique of labour process theories and also challenges conven-
tional wisdom about embodied service labour.

The article has substantive as well as theoretical significance. The gambling
industry is an increasingly major player in mainstream tourism and entertain-
ment, whose growth is being promoted by corporate and government interests.
Casino-hotels in particular are the site of a newly globalized form of work.
There are some differences between casinos as national jurisdictions seek to
impose their own forms of regulation which we explore elsewhere (Austrin and
West, 2004). But we focus here on global rather than local tendencies in the
organization of work in order to clarify similarities and differences between
gambling and other forms of service sector employment. These global elements
are also what make for new forms of career mobility for some of those
employed.

The article draws on fieldwork undertaken in Australasia, North America
and the UK between 1994 and 2003. Data sources include a diary of events and
interactions in casino gaming based on extensive observation and informal
interviews in Australia (Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, the Gold Coast and
Canberra), in the USA in Nevada (Las Vegas, Reno and Lake Tahoe), New
Mexico, California (Los Angeles) and New Jersey (Atlantic City), and in the UK
(Bristol). Fifty formal interviews were also conducted in New Zealand between
1998 and 2002 in two casinos: in Auckland (employing 2500 workers) and in
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Christchurch (550 workers). The Auckland casino was  established by Harrahs,
the Nevada-based casino corporation. Its employees on the gaming floor,
approximately 60 percent of them women, are mostly New Zealanders of
European, Maori, Polynesian and Asian origin. The Christchurch casino, estab-
lished by a joint venture operation between the British casino firm Aspinalls and
local interests, employs a similar ethnic mix of staff on the gaming floor. And
in 1997 women comprised 57 percent of all gaming staff including slots work-
ers and cashiers, and 55 percent of dealers alone (AIGR, 1998: 362).

Forty of the interviews were semi-structured and undertaken in 1998 as
part of a social impact study commissioned by the New Zealand Casino
Control Authority (AIGR, 1998). Employees of both casinos were interviewed
for half an hour, with management consent, just before, just after or during
their shifts. A further ten in-depth taped interviews of up to an hour and a half
took place away from the scene of work. These separate interviews, unrelated
to the impact study, were completed in 2002. In all, formal interviews were
undertaken with: 25 dealers (15 female, 10 male), 6 supervisors (3 male, 3
female), 6 pit bosses (male), 4 inspectors (2 male, 2 female), 3 shift managers
(male), 2 electronic gaming managers (male), 2 general managers (1 male, 1
female) and 2 (male) chief executive officers. All those in supervisory positions
and above, that is half of those formally interviewed, had at some time in their
career performed as dealers and had been recruited directly from Australia, the
UK, the US and South Africa. The recruitment of senior staff from overseas
reflects the global nature of the industry. The New Zealand interviews (from
which our quotations below are drawn) thus verified both developments over
time and similarities and differences in working practices evident from first-
hand observations and informal interviews in different national jurisdictions.
This observational and interview data is especially relevant in substantiating the
global tendencies on which we focus here but also identifies local variation.

Tourism, gambling and hotel-casinos

The legalization of gambling follows the recognition that licensing – of opera-
tors, workers and machines – is more effective than criminalization in securing
state control and public benefit. But legalization has been further promoted by
interest in gambling as a tool of economic growth, as the UK government made
clear in welcoming the Budd Report (DCMS, 2001). Regulation needs to be
‘modernized’, in order to make gambling ‘safe’ (by protecting the vulnerable
and tightening control of crime) but also to enable the industry ‘to respond
rapidly and effectively to technological and customer-led developments in both
the domestic and global marketplace …[so] increasing its already important
contribution to the UK economy’ (DCMS, 2002: 1).2 This initial government
response stressed the financial benefits to UK operators, including a share of the
global market, and the need to remove unnecessary barriers to both customers
and the industry’s promotion of new products. Parliamentary concern has led
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the government to adopt a more cautious approach (DCMS, 2004), which gives
more emphasis to ‘protection’ and ‘social responsibility’ and imposes more
restrictions. However, these are intended to prevent any increase in problem
gambling or negative impact on local economies, while allowing ‘expanded
gambling provision’ and development of the casino market, albeit in a ‘more
gradual’ way than initially proposed. Media hostility to government proposals
is strengthening this gradualist approach. Local variation in markets inevitably
follows legalization in specific national jurisdictions with distinct political agen-
das (Austrin and West, 2004), but these are variations on an emergent global
industry.

Casinos, in particular, are seen – by both national and local or regional
governments – as a catalyst for economic regeneration. The use of casinos to
raise taxes and the relation between casinos, retail and tourism long predates
the contemporary period with examples from Paris in the 18th and 19th cen-
turies and Monte Carlo (Dunkley, 1985; Kavanagh, 1993). Since the 1970s Las
Vegas has been the starting point for the recognition of gambling as a central
element of the leisure industry. Following initial legalization of gambling halls
in 1931 to tap the underground economy, self-contained resort hotels, some
organized by national organized crime interests in partnership with local politi-
cians, were built from 1941 through to the late 1960s. However, it is the period
since 1969 that has seen major investment by legitimate capital and, since the
1990s, specifically by corporate capital, with the development of integrated
entertainment/retail complexes and the marketing of the city as a convention
centre and international tourist destination (Parker, 1999; Rothman and Davis,
2002). Gambling has become a core component of mainstream hospitality for
leading multinational interests. By the late 1970s, Holiday Inns had bought into
Harrahs the Nevada-based casino operation, and by the mid-1990s the six US
casino companies with the largest market capitalization also included MGM
and the Hilton hotel chain, that is companies generally known for their main-
stream hospitality/entertainment interests. By the early 1990s, 17 of the 20
largest hotels in the world were located on the Las Vegas strip (Earley, 2001).

The impact of such developments on the local economy and their exem-
plary influence is clear. By the mid-1990s, there were around 32 million visitors
to Las Vegas per year, and its hotel, gaming and resort sector accounted for just
over half the 500,000 workforce in southern Nevada (Parker, 1999: 120). Its
400 or so casinos included 12 industrialized ‘resort-hotels’, each employing
6000–8000 workers (Rothman and Davis, 2002) including waiters, maids,
cleaners, retail assistants and casino dealers.

The Las Vegas model has been increasingly adopted, albeit on a smaller and
more tightly regulated scale, as a tool of urban (re)development. In the USA,
Atlantic City, once the premier east coast resort for day trippers from New York
and Philadelphia, legalized casino-hotels in the late 1970s – with a minimum
size requirement of 500 rooms – in response to the dramatic decline in business
following the advent of cheap air travel to Florida and to growing competition
with other convention centres. The annual number of visitors in the 1980s
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reached 35 million (Alcamo, 1991: 1), albeit mainly day trippers rather than
long-stay tourists, and its 12 casinos provided 50,000 jobs and $450m in tax
revenue, much of it earmarked for local community programmes. In
Mississippi, casino-hotel resorts (all located on water to meet the state’s gam-
ing regulations for ‘riverboat casinos’ and owned by several of the same corpo-
rations that own casinos in Las Vegas) have been promoted since 1990 in the
two rural counties of Tunica and Biloxi. In 1997 there were 31 casinos con-
taining 1.4 million square feet of gaming space in the state, an area exceeded
only by Nevada. With direct employment recorded as 33,000 jobs, these casi-
nos contributed to a halving of the state unemployment rate from 10.8 to 5.4
percent (Meyer-Arendt, 1998).

This example of the use of casinos as key to urban regeneration has been
followed by a number of other US cities, including Detroit. Since 1987 it has
also been a central feature in the revival of Native American reservations, one
of whose casinos, between New York and Boston, is the largest in the USA
(Carmichael, 1998). In Australia the first casinos were developed in the periph-
eral states of Tasmania and the Northern Territories, in 1973 and 1982, and
casinos were subsequently legalized in Sydney and Melbourne as part of
water/riverfront development. In New Zealand, casinos were legalized in 1990
to boost employment, tourism and regional development (NZCCA, 1991), with
the first casinos in Christchurch (1994) and Auckland (1996), though revenue
for community development was not required (Austrin, 1998).

The same rationale underpins recent UK proposals, albeit contested, for
hotel-casinos in cities (e.g. Manchester, Sheffield) and seaside resorts (e.g.
Southend). US developments in particular form the model for many of these.
For example, Blackpool’s council has identified resort casinos such as those in
Las Vegas and Atlantic City as an integral component of the town’s redevelop-
ment strategy. With the town perceived at a ‘crossroads’, with a one third
decline in hotels from 1989–99, the lowest GDP in the north-west of England
(the 12th lowest in the UK) and competition from foreign holiday resorts, such
casinos are identified as the kind of ‘bold and imaginative step’ needed to
rebuild tourism and the local economy. Gaming is held up as the vital vehicle
for community prosperity: ‘for regeneration to be fully leveraged there needs to
be the catalyst of resort casinos’, for these will bring new leisure, entertainment
and retail such as West End shows, concerts, children’s entertainment, restau-
rant and conference facilities, new leisure and retail malls (BCP, 2000: 2). The
income from such developments, via a local tax, will be used not only for prob-
lem gambling but also for funding community projects such as schools and pub-
lic safety (crime prevention).

The UK Budd Report (DCMS, 2001) was unwilling to recommend
monopoly rights for casinos in areas such as Blackpool, and recent government
proposals (DCMS, 2004) aimed to contain UK developments, for example
through controls on the number of gaming machines, through municipal and
community influence on licensing and through the integration of the largest
casinos with regional and local planning to ensure their contribution to eco-
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nomic development. The most effective regulation and impact assessment on
both gamblers and local economies was identified as requiring a relatively small
number of very large casinos rather than a proliferation of smaller ones
(DCMS, 2004: 50) and it is regional resort casinos which are linked to tourism
and regenerative potential. The UK government, notwithstanding the contro-
versy its proposals have generated, thus broadly endorses the wider global logic
of casino development.3

However, this regeneration discourse obscures what it is about gambling,
or more specifically casinos, that makes them such a catalyst.

Casinos as tourism: from elite to mass consumption

Two essential features of tourism, namely crowds and the inversion of hierar-
chies (Urry, 1990), are epitomized in casino resorts. They are quite different
from the aristocratic casinos of European spa towns and capital cities, which
were marked by exclusivity. For example, those in the UK have, until now, been
small, open only to members, unable to advertise and largely limited to table
gaming with very substantial restrictions on the number of slot machines
allowed. Such club casinos were designed to protect players from the ‘seduc-
tions of gambling’, confining gambling to a small affluent elite and ensuring
unstimulated demand (McMillen, 1996), following legalization in the 1960s.

The new model casino pioneered in Nevada legitimizes gambling for a mass
market. It replaces exclusivity with crowds of strangers enjoying fantasy and
frenetic action with unlimited access to credit and alcohol. As a space of desire
and licence, the casino epitomizes post-modern experiential consumption
(Reith, 1999) – a world of play, illusion and ‘spectacular simulation’ (Ritzer,
1999: 121). Central to this development is the reassembly of the casino around
hospitality and gaming machines, as occurred at the Las Vegas Circus Circus
casino which was leased by electronics entrepreneurs in 1974. A new market of
‘working stiffs’, that is ‘truck drivers and the guys who work in factories’, was
targeted in place of the elite high rollers, and this transformation in clientele
was achieved in several ways: by big reductions in hotel room charges, a cheap
buffet, the hiring of women as dealers and a policy of welcoming players, how-
ever inexperienced, but above all by a substantial expansion in the number of
slot machines which paid out bigger jackpots both individually and when net-
worked (Earley, 2001). Over 70 percent of floor space was dedicated to
machines (over double that in conventional casinos), under the direction of a
slots department, separate from tables management who did not appreciate
their significance (http://www.1st100.com/part3/bennett.html). By 1993, when
the Circus Circus company opened the $375 million, Egyptian-themed Luxor
casino, it was Nevada’s largest employer, with 18,000 employees.

Within such new model casinos, the croupier remains a significant symbolic
presence. Dealers dressed in formal uniform and the tables they work represent
tradition, provide a sense of order amidst confusion and a focus for the
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voyeuristic gaze of players (Reith, 1999). Nevertheless, casinos are increasingly
dominated by slot machines and even in New Zealand, where there is legislative
control on their numbers, the ratio of machines to tables is 15:1. UK proposals
included very much smaller ratios in small- and medium-sized casinos, but a
ratio of 25:1 in hotel-casinos up to a maximum of 1250  machines (DCMS,
2004: 29).4 It is machines that now principally contribute to gaming profits. In
1980, for example, table games in Nevada accounted for 55 percent of the total
gaming win, but for only 31 percent by 1998, with 65 percent coming from slot
machines (Eadington, 1999). In the same year machines contributed 71 percent
of the win in Atlantic City and as much as 95 percent in Colorado.5

The source of hotel-casino revenues is regionally diverse, with those in Las
Vegas, for example, heavily dependent on their hotel and catering activities,
while elsewhere gaming as such is more critical (Roehl, 1998). Gaming-specific
revenue is also a function of local markets, with the mix of table games in
Australasian casinos aimed at its large Asian migrant clientele. The occupa-
tional profiles in particular resort-casinos also reflect market diversity. Local
variation is explored elsewhere (Austrin and West, 2004). Here we concentrate
on more tendential aspects of the shift to mass gambling in order to highlight
the way in which the labour process in casinos is itself shaped by the kind of
consumption experience to which it contributes. However, the labour process
both echoes and differs from that in other sectors of the leisure industry in a
number of key respects, in the case of both tables and machines.

The labour process of gambling: regulating work and
consumption

The prevailing paradigm for understanding work in the service sector is one of
embodied, subjective labour, in view of the premium placed on customer service
and the inherent interactional quality of transactions. The emphasis on the han-
dling of persons rather than things is particularly evident in the literature on
hospitality, where emotional labour and the management of both client and
employee feelings is identified as a key means of securing quality service
(Hochschild, 1983; Jones et al., 1997). Leaving aside debates about the capi-
talist as distinct from purely gendered logic underpinning such labour (Adkins,
1995; Taylor and Tyler, 2000), the focus is generally on management demands
for non-routinized, individualized and authentic customer interaction. This is
achieved through, for example, socialization, team-work, employee empower-
ment and self-appraisal rather than prescriptive rules and directive training,
that is strategies to generate ‘self-control’ and ‘self-direction’, collective com-
mitment to organizational goals and ‘spontaneous’ customer empathy. Selection
criteria highlight outlook, appropriate attitudes and personality, as well as bod-
ily appearance, rather than technical skills which can be taught and which, by
implication, are really not that important or a form of ‘exclusive’ expertise at
all. This paradigm, however, applies only weakly to casino employment, or
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rather to those employed in gambling as distinct from wider restaurant/
hotel/retail work. The resort complex of which casinos are a crucial part is also
more occupationally mixed than elite casinos, but our focus here is on
gambling-specific work.

Like much other service sector work, emotional labour, self-monitoring
and social relations are important, but technical skills – the handling of things
– are far more crucial than these in managing table games. Dealers’ work is
tightly scripted, but parallels with service work which is highly prescriptive,
such as in call centres or fast food outlets, are also inappropriate, for there are
craft elements entailed in the handling of things. Additionally, issues of control
and surveillance, both in table and machine gaming, are in many ways highly
specific to the gambling industry and its legalization.

Casino employees are screened for ‘outgoing personalities, commitment to
service quality and stability’ (Eade, 1996: 103; Sallaz, 2002: 405). Initial train-
ing as a dealer lasts only a month or so (for example in the UK six weeks with
Stanley Leisure, or in New Zealand 80 hours on blackjack, 60 on roulette) and
within two years they are regarded as ‘old hands’, as one dealer put it. Once out
of training school, they progress through different games/tables to high roller
rooms, developing expertise in Blackjack, Roulette, the Big 6 (Wheel of
Fortune), Pai Gow poker and Baccarat. But ‘switching off’ and boredom is
common for experienced dealers: ‘Looking at the hand, the card and following
the signals and going through the motions…’. Promotion to inspector (floor-
person) may take just two to three years (though longer if no vacancies arise).

There is more emphasis on customer relations in the US and Australasia
than in the UK and European casinos, reflecting the shift from elite to mass
clientele and popular leisure industry (Sallaz, 2002). Indeed, in the early 1970s
the innovatory Circus Circus hotel-casino (see p. 311) not only hired women as
dealers but required dealers to ask players their names and where they came
from in place of the prohibition on speaking to players at all (Earley, 2001). The
emphasis on customer relations also reflects an increase in the number of inex-
perienced punters that this consumption shift entails. Casinos now teach peo-
ple to play on special, designated tables. Dealers are encouraged to socialize,
but it is inexperienced players who particularly demand interactive work if
games are to proceed at all since their presence is disruptive. Dealers, as one in
New Zealand put it, become adept at:

… trying to keep [those who know what they are doing] calm and trying to dis-
courage them mouthing off at [the inexperienced ones] because they will just sit
there and abuse each other.... And you are trying, you know, trying to teach them
how to play and this person is grumbling about what they are doing wrong but is
not offering them any advice [laughs]. (Female dealer, aged c. 25]

And in contrast, she explains:

If you have got a fast game, you can’t talk to anybody, the only time you get to have
a conversation is when you are doing the shuffle.... Because especially if you have
got experienced players around it is very just bang, bang, bang, bang … they know
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exactly what they are doing, there is no pause.... They are usually focused on why
they are there. They are not there to make friends with us [laughter].

Fast action does not preclude social skills. In craps, played in the US and
some Australasian casinos, dealers can significantly affect the amount of wager-
ing and are often ‘motivated to “talk up” proposition bets that have more
favorable odds for the house’ (Eade, 1996: 113; Sallaz, 2002). Technique is vital
since casinos’ table revenue largely depends on the average number of hands per
hour. As Eade (1996: 110) emphasizes, quantitative productivity measures tend
to take precedence over customer relations criteria. Some US casinos ‘have
established … a minimum [of] 60–72 rounds per hour or one hand every 73 sec-
onds’. Moreover, the increased use of automated deck shufflers is estimated to
increase hands by 10–20 percent. However, their use has been discouraged in at
least one casino in New Zealand, where they are understood to detract from the
game by removing its ‘theatre’ and ‘ritual’. The casino has a policy of preserv-
ing aspects of the distinctiveness of table games. The dealer is not under any
official pressure to reach a target but it is clear, nevertheless, that the experience
– and speed – of both the dealer and the player is the key to the pace and flow
of the game.

Skill and surveillance in table gaming

The dealer’s technical skills lie in the rapid and correct handling of cards, the
wheel, chips and money under pressure and on display. The intensity of work
as a result of such pressures is recognized in the frequency of breaks that deal-
ers are allowed to and, indeed, must take. Common practice is breaks of 15 or
20 minutes every 40 to 45 minutes, or hourly, and these are especially wel-
comed on certain games such as roulette and baccarat:

… your mind is fried after a while, you just get very confused about what you are
doing … [And unlike] blackjack [which] is very structured … with roulette you are
working out the payouts and because the bets can vary so much you are constantly
multiplying things by 17 and 25 and then adding them together and then convert-
ing them from cash to cover [and even though there is great reliance on trained
memory] you also need to be able to work it out for the odd ones. (Female dealer,
aged c. 28)

However, the intensity of work involves more than just pace. It involves exten-
sive surveillance in order to avoid errors and cheating by players and employ-
ees. A host of minor rule infractions (including late arrival on shift, lack of
concern about a house loss, as well as mishandling chips) are both very com-
mon and grounds for dismissal, as are ‘runs of ill luck, ill-founded suspicions of
theft and change in owner-sponsorship [even when] skill and reputation have
been acquired’ (Goffman, 1967). This is translated into extensive hierarchical
regulation of the body (Lafferty and McMillen, 1989; Skolnick, 1978), that is,
an effort to routinize bodily composure under pressure. The stress this entails is
captured by a new dealer in New Zealand describing the detailed observation,
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correction of errors and risks of humiliation involved in training:

They taught us step by minute step and went around and they showed us themselves
and you would deal for ages and they would come round and tell you: no do this,
put this down, change this … dealing a card involves pulling out of a shoe with this
finger with having the rest of your arm straight like this, don’t have your elbow too
high, don’t turn your hand on the side, keep your fingers together, which I could
never do, keep this thumb showing, take it down, flip it up, you put your thumb just
like that and you have to practise where to put the card so that you are not holding
the card and if you lifted the card off the pressure of the table it would drop, and at
the same time wiggle your thumb around so that the card comes in a straight line
with those fingers keeping your hand like this. This hand, the elbow stays over there,
comes in so that it is like this and you have to pick up the card so that it sits between
there and there so that it cuts the diagonal bottom right hand corner of the card so
that you are holding it right in that nitch there and you haven’t got a very good grip
on it and you have to sweep across the table, without moving your elbow, to the
particular box, and as you get three quarters of the way across the table you push
your thumb slightly on to the table and once you’re right at the thing you should
have the card bent with your thumb off the table and you should slip your finger in
and the card should fall exactly. (Female Maori dealer, aged c. 28)

Each movement as the dealer described it, using her hands as she demonstrated,
is taught as a separate action and then has to be put into practice as a set of
flowing motions. It requires very considerable mind and body co-ordination.
For example:

It took me quite a long time to organize mentally, to mentally control. If I am cut-
ting down a stack of chips and they are to go to that player on that corner, take them
out with the opposite hand to the player, cut them down with the same hand, spread
them with the opposite hand, run them back up with that hand, stack them back up
with that hand and pass them out with the same hand to the player. It is like this all
the time and if you get that wrong they will pull you up on it. Everything is like that,
very detailed, which hand, where, when, which finger, how to hold your head – it is
very, very detailed and you have to get all of that right.

This degree of scripting and standardization of work, taught in the simulated
practice runs in the training school, but required in live form on the tables, is
extraordinary. It is, as our interviewees’ accounts above emphasize, coupled
with observation by inspectors, one for every four dealers, and observation of
them by pit bosses, one for every 12 dealers, watching for mistakes. They, in
turn, are overseen by a floor manager. Further, added to the human eye(s) there
is constant video surveillance which records the action – partly so that events
might be replicated in the case of disputes but also for appraisal review. Video
screens are watched by other employees who are, in turn, watched by govern-
ment inspectors. In large US casinos, there are hundreds of such ‘eyes in the sky’
(Eade, 1996; Earley, 2001), their number related to the number of tables and
machines (smaller casinos might contain 20 or so). While the monitoring of
employee behaviour in many other service occupations is intense, for example
over quality of telephone interaction with customers in call centres (Korczynski
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et al., 2000), this degree of scrutiny of embodied personal exchanges is excep-
tional.

The rationale and implications of video and other forms of surveillance are,
however, complex. In the first place, it is new dealers who experience this
surveillance as oppressive. Conventionally referred to as ‘lumpies’ in the indus-
try in New Zealand, they start their careers on the low-priced $5 tables. These
tables, their territory, are nevertheless, difficult to manage since the punters that
elect to play on such tables do not always know how to play and often insist on
talking, even yelling, and constantly proposition the women dealers in a ‘very
forward way’. At the same time, working under constant observation of the
inspector, the new dealer is subject to public humiliation:

The inspector can start to pick on you for every single thing that you do. ‘No your
cards aren’t straight, do it again’ just constantly holding you out to make you look
like a dick basically. And then the inspector discusses you with the pit boss and you
will never get off the ‘lumpie’ tables, you won’t move. (Male dealer, aged c. 21)

As Skolnick (1978) emphasizes, deviation is highlighted and control
secured by making the ordinary the norm. The rituals of table games are
designed for this, not as tradition or spectacle for its own sake. In Las Vegas,
prohibitions on touching cards and rules about precise positioning and hand
signals were designed to prevent collusion between dealers and players but now
enable surveillance to know what is going on without hearing a word (Earley,
2001). But the descriptive moral language above speaks also to Goffman’s
(1975) observations on awkwardness and fear and the way control operates
through the shame of being exposed for getting it wrong. The term ‘lumpies’
captures this, depicting not only the status of a new person but also a quality
of behaviour, and ways of thinking and feeling. ‘Lumpies’, like apprentices in
other industries, work in strictly demarcated places and are laughed at and
ridiculed for their lack of speed, for their mistakes.

The means of surveillance thus exist, but in practice the inspectors and pit
bosses are more concerned to keep order rather than enforce it. In the USA this
assumes a very particular form directly linking the interests of dealers and
supervisors. Tipping, a form of pay disallowed in Europe or Australasia, leads
to what Sallaz (2002: 421) calls a ‘tipping regime’ for organizing work: tipping
‘simultaneously lowers labour costs and spontaneously generates customized
service provision’. More significantly it facilitates dealer autonomy and the
operation of a non-union micro-economy in which dealers and pit bosses col-
lude to enhance earnings by subverting corporate design for uniform service.

More generally in table gaming, in all national jurisdictions, surveillance
operates selectively. This means attention is paid to those less skilled, to the
lumpies in the job, and to dealers on high stakes tables (Sallaz, 2002: 409). For
the experienced dealer the ‘situational imperatives’ (Wilson, 1989) of the job
are such that control on the table is exercised best over those who are most
skilled at playing the games. Dealers who are new to the job and self-conscious
about the mistakes, find this difficult to cope with. However, they come to real-
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ize that games played by skilled punters are more focused and faster and there-
fore less ‘trouble’. Thus after some time dealers who move to higher paying
tables become relaxed over the issue of being watched by the camera. Having
acquired their ‘skill and reputation’ the job becomes more routine. They acquire
the trust of the inspectors and feel that if they make an error it will be detected.
The policing/surveillance apparatus comes therefore to be interpreted as much
as a form of support for them as a means of control over them.

Once the constant monitoring for infractions of the rules is lessened, then
the worker switches on to ‘automatic’:

… surveillance will ring down and take you by surprise, because nobody has noticed
that the mistake has happened … after a while you start getting a bit blasé about
making mistakes because it is, like, they have the camera, sort it out [laughs]. It is
like you are not, when you start it is, ‘oh my god, it is money, you can’t make any
mistakes’, and then it is like, well it is bits of plastic and, if I do it wrong surveil-
lance will call down. It will get sorted … if you make a mistake you are not going to
rob somebody of ten bucks, they are going to get it back. (Female dealer, aged 25)

Although surveillance is extensive and all dealers’ errors are logged on their
own and on inspectors’ performance reviews, surveillance is not experienced by
established dealers as intrusive or invasive:

…if they [inspectors] don’t see you very often they are more mindful of what you
are doing, but if you are on their table all the time and they know that you know
what you are doing then they will tend to ignore you. (Female dealer, aged c. 25)

The technology of monitoring has often been oversimplified or misconstrued
(Zuriek, 2003) and may even be welcomed as a neutral means of judging per-
formance (Rule, 1996). In legal casinos, surveillance is critical for governments,
in order to track cheating by players or dealers and to provide a record of how
much is being wagered. But the surveillance hierarchy is also produced from the
difficulties of covering/monitoring errors, that is, it is driven from below and,
as dealers explain, it is given within the game itself. It cannot be crudely under-
stood as a superimposed form of managerial control. The hierarchy is built
upon the peculiar dimensions of the labour process of table games. The issue of
errors and error correction is critical in the casino. A business dealing with real
time money transactions in which money is won or lost on the decisions made
by either the player (taking another card) or by the dealer (for example mis-
reading the player’s tapping the table as a desire for another card) necessarily
installs monitoring devices to deal with these potentialities. Different games
have a different propensity for error. The complex play on a roulette table
means that errors are more frequent, regarding pay-out in particular.

Surveillance, then, is multi-faceted and intrinsic to gaming as a medium of
financial transactions – as in the finance industry generally. However, gambling
is a form where the risks of malfeasance are especially high and must be con-
tained as a condition of legality. Legalization, particularly legal access for a
mass (as distinct from elite) clientele, requires an extensive form of surveillance
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in order to minimize risks of criminal activity, including collusion with employ-
ees, but also to provide a public record of activities. This can best be appreci-
ated in comparing similarities and differences in control between table gaming
and machines.

Machine gaming: simulation as control

As already indicated (p. 311), it was the increase in slot machines in hotel-casi-
nos that was the key innovation in the shift to a mass clientele and machines
have become increasingly important to gaming revenue, especially in some
locales.

Slots attendants are employed to oversee carousels or banks of machines,
to attract custom, dispense change and pay out winners. In Las Vegas they also
act as booth cashier (Eade, 1996), while in Australasia this is a different job.
Slots work is seen as ‘a lot less intimidating’ than dealing, although workers
might be switched to tables after initial training rather than vice versa in a
period when it is easier to recruit direct to slots. The ratio of dealers to slots
attendants and cashiers is the reverse of the ratio of tables to machines.

This general move towards slots may be seen as a ‘craft’ form of activity on
the tables being replaced by a more ‘industrial’ activity of machine minding
(Blauner, 1964). However, in casinos this involves minding both the machine
and the player. In the case of table games the worker actually handles the tech-
nology of the game – cards, wheel, chips, money – while in the case of machines
the worker handles the money/tokens that enable machine play. Thus the
worker becomes a facilitator rather than a directly involved participant. But the
facilitator can be eliminated since the things that s/he handles (the money) can
be replaced by tickets and vouchers. Indeed many of these functions are being
automated, in Nevada at least, by for example automatic change dispensers and
cashless machines (Eade, 1996). Players do not have to handle dirty coins and
carry heavy loads between machines. But players also risk more money since
play is faster and it is also tempting to play off credits rather than convert them
on a voucher into cash. Additionally casinos gain more secure machines, and
they can reduce both labour costs (including the overnight collection and count-
ing of coins) and also machine idling time (hoppers no longer need to be
refilled).

However, a focus on the deskilling of gaming employment obscures the fact
that surveillance – in the case of both table and machine gaming – is principally
surveillance of the games, that is, of the monetary transactions. In both cases
one critical element of surveillance is visual display. In table gaming this is
directly evident, both in respect of the ‘choreography’ (Earley, 2001) of highly
scripted public moves (Skolnick, 1978) and in the use of cameras. In the case of
slots, the carousel is an elevated arrangement of machines, clearly visible to the
attendant (Eade, 1996) – although the more crucial electronic observation (see
later) is not visible at all.
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A further element of surveillance lies in the temporal ordering of work. For
dealers, the handling of cards at a particular table and engagement in games
with punters produces a particular form of discontinuity. The discrete
games/events that the dealer orchestrates – one or two minutes per game, ten
minutes to empty a ‘shoe’, two minutes to shuffle the cards – embeds the tem-
poral ordering of the work in the relationship between the cards as they are
dealt, collected, shuffled, or the wheel and the spinning of the ball, and in both
cases the collection and return of chips. In turn this time of things or the games
is both aggregated and broken up into blocks throughout the shift – one hour
or so on the table, 20 minutes off – with the dealer continually moving from
table to table. This randomness, an example of a more general method of con-
trol, ‘chancism’, (Hood, 2000) contrasts with the organization of slots workers’
time as a continuous block.

This difference for dealers and machine workers in the temporal ordering
of work lies partly in the relationship between things – cards, balls, chips and
tables on the one hand, and the play of multiple machine-based games on the
other. It also lies in the types of interactivity involved. In table games the cards
mediate the interaction between players and employees. In machine gaming the
employee mediates between player and machine: s/he provides information or
change and acts as ‘host’ to the players while simultaneously acting as attendant
for the machines. These distinct material and social relationships produce spe-
cific forms of surveillance. In table gaming, there is personal face-to-face super-
vision and video or CCTV monitoring which, as in cities, is designed to map
space and individuals, to track physical movements. Machine gaming involves
CBPM (computer based performance monitoring), which is more typical of call
centres (Ball, 2003), but here it is the machine and the player that are monitored
rather than the worker.

Just as the game becomes automated on the machine so does the surveil-
lance. Machines must be licensed (paralleling the personal licensing of employ-
ees and operators), but machine integrity is more significantly scrutinized
through embedded software, namely erasable programmable read-only memory
(Crevelt et al., 1991). EPROMs, which are game-specific and incorporate state-
approved rules, have several functions. They instruct a random number gener-
ator (RNG) to select numbers corresponding to sets of symbols indicating win
or loss. They check pay tables, ensure that no-one tampers with the hopper,
reels or other parts, and store information on spend, percentage pay-out and
turnover for each machine or networked bank of them. Again paralleling the
hierarchy of surveillance (over employees and players) in table games, this mon-
itoring is in turn checked through monitoring the software itself. At one end
this involves laboratory testing of software before installation; at the other it
involves periodic testing by government inspectors who have direct access to the
machine print-outs which management use for monitoring machines as cost
centres. Inspectors test and sample EPROMs against master simulations.
However, what are tracked here are not real-time faults by employees but the
real and virtual functioning of EPROMs.
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Surveillance is thus integrated into the technology through the simulation
built into the games. The manual labour process and real-time supervision is
replaced by risk management of computer simulations, both in licensed loca-
tions (casinos) and in testing laboratories, to control against programming
errors and computer fraud. Inspection is built into machines as electronic audit-
ing which condenses the social relations of organizing (playing) games, of
employee and player surveillance and of business monitoring. It is this devel-
opment that makes possible the diffusion of gaming beyond a limited number
of zoned or licensed sites into multiple leisure complexes and in turn is also the
condition for the establishment and legalization of virtual gaming sites.

As we have noted, some features of surveillance are shared with other sec-
tors (Lyon and Zuriek, 1996; Zuriek, 2003). Scrutiny of processes in the inter-
ests of transparency to secure customer and public trust rather than control of
employees is especially evident in the finance industry. Scrutiny to reduce risks
is found where there is danger to workers, as in mining and construction, or to
clients/customers as in healthcare, meatpacking and the legal sex industry. The
case of gambling, however, illustrates both general and particular features of
surveillance, as our conclusion highlights.

Surveillance and stabilization: gaming technologies and
mass consumption

Employment in gambling, then, is a particular form of service sector work in
which the handling of things (the technologies of games) and the deployment of
things in the form of surveillance are as important as the handling of persons
and the interaction with clients. This is clear, as we have argued, once we shift
our attention from dealers and gamblers alone to their hands and instruments,
from the group culture of gamblers and dealers, and management–worker rela-
tions, to the material culture of the casino, that is its gaming floor, tables,
machines, automatic card shufflers, video cameras and EPROMs. These things
are active in both the games and in surveillance. Recognition that they mediate
the horizontal interactions between dealers and clients, the vertical interactions
between management and workers and the interactions between casinos and
states moves our argument beyond the narrow labour process focus on man-
agerial control or embodied labour.

In the gambling industry these things provide the conditions for, and prac-
tices of, a legal industry. For example, we can usefully conceptualize the distinct
but parallel forms of surveillance in table and machine gaming as a form of
technical ‘normalization’. Callon argues, ‘normalization makes a series of links
predictable, limits fluctuations, aligns actors and intermediaries and cuts down
the number of translations and the amount of information put into circulation’
(1991: 151). It works by ‘standardizing interfaces’. Applying this to table gam-
ing, the interfaces, that is the actions of the dealer, and the player and the inter-
mediaries – the cards, wheel, tables, chips – are standardized through the
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ritualization of action (Skolnick, 1978). This includes the configuration of
things, spaces and positions in the casino, such as the grouping of tables and the
ordering or placing of cards. But this process does not totally eliminate uncer-
tainty concerning the interaction with players, as we have shown. It leaves room
for error (the misdealt card, the wrong pay-out, the wrong call by the player)
and it is this room for error that is the basis of the surveillance hierarchy that
monitors action on the tables. Given the multiple forms of surveillance, from
the eye of the inspector to the record of the video at any point in time, the hier-
archy of surveillance is capable of concentrating its effort on a single
error/point. However, the interface between players and employees and
between players and the technology of the games is even more standardized by
machines. This is because technical and regulatory standards, so crucial to the
governance of all technologies (Barry, 2001) are, in this case, built into
EPROMs themselves. Operating in similar ways to Callon’s normalization,
standardization for Barry produces ‘the configuration and reconfiguration of
technological zones, channelling and restricting the flow of objects along par-
ticular routes, forming particular lines of circulation’ (2001: 204).

In the case of gaming, however, these processes have very particular socio-
political rationales. Normalization in a technical sense arises from normaliza-
tion in a moral sense. Standards, technical and regulatory, are an element of
licensing which is the condition whereby once deviant activities are legalized as
popular leisure. A new and legitimate economy of pleasures must be stabilized,
with subjects, objects and transactions all traced or tracked as enduring things.
Gambling markets are premised on the regulation of relations between
strangers, and normative frameworks of exchange require orderly hierarchies of
control and surveillance. They also involve materialities, not only in terms of
the material culture of gaming, as described above, but in terms of institutional
settings. Similar processes of mediation are entailed in current moves in some
countries to decriminalize prostitution, although there are greater moral con-
straints on such normalization (West and Austrin, 2004).

The hotel-casino is the form that ‘materializes’ gambling as legitimate
leisure. It is a setting which provides for legal gambling as a popular and pub-
lic form in a new stable set of relations. These involve both internal hierarchies
of surveillance and also the redrawing of the urban landscape. As the advocates
of economic regeneration recognize, this entails the replacement of what Judd
(1995) refers to as illegal ‘carousal zones’ by ‘diversion districts’. Judd (1995:
185) argues that it is only diversion districts, a ‘tamer version of carousal zones’
(jazz, blues and sex clubs, saloons and bars) which can become ‘an anchor for
a tourism space’. In Australasia and North America casinos are key anchors
within these districts, a model now being promoted in the UK. Hotel-casinos
work in this way precisely because they embed gambling in other forms of
entertainment.

As Barry (2001: 211) notes of standardization, ‘what is inventive is not the
novelty of the artefacts and devices in themselves but the novelty of the arrange-
ment with other objects and activities’. The novelty of hotel-casinos lies in the
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way in which they group together different technologies and activities, not sim-
ply tables and machines but the assembling of tables and machines with hospi-
tality, convention centres, sports bars, theatres and retail. The reordering of the
urban landscape also involves the control of things (Amin and Thrift, 2002),
and the regulation of cards, of the roulette wheel and of slot machines exem-
plifies this. Thus hotel-casinos provide arenas for the expansion of risk and
pleasures contingent upon the incorporation and normalization of exceptional
surveillance. As we have shown, real-time surveillance – but along with a high
level of technical expertise in table gaming – and the risk management of com-
puter simulation in machine gaming are all crucial to the legalization of gam-
bling as mass consumption and to the promotion of casinos in economic
regeneration. These processes and their implications are visible once we look
beyond issues of management control, embodiment and the social relations of
service work.
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Notes

1 In commenting on our initial submission, one of our referees suggested excis-
ing this reference to Fleming as it was ‘self-indulgent’. While we too hope our
argument is fully sustained without this preface, our purpose in including it is
to indicate how popular culture is often better than academic research in cap-
turing the social worlds we wish to analyse, as Strangleman’s (2004) article on
visual representation, and its absence from WES, notes so well. Indeed we
could also have referred to the film Croupier which highlights the complexity
of skills, surveillance and networks of social and technical relations in casinos
more effectively than much current social science. Our broad concern is with
the erasure of work, or at least certain of its key aspects, from studies ostensi-
bly centred upon it (see also West and Austrin, 2002).

2 The Budd Report, commissioned by the UK government in 1999, was a major
review of gambling prompted by the need to simplify regulation and extend
consumer choice, while ensuring a crime-free industry, including fairness for
players, along with protection of children and vulnerable persons and measures
to combat problem gambling.

3 Media and parliamentary resistance to the Gambling Bill (November 2004) is
forcing the government to accept additional restrictions, over and above those
already conceded (DCMS, 2004), for example on the number of resort casinos,
but these are likely to further contain, not halt, casino growth.
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4 The Budd Report recommended a ratio of 8:1 in casinos with less than 80
tables, but no cap on numbers of machines in larger casinos, while the govern-
ment proposed a ratio of only 2:1 in small casinos (maximum 80 machines) and
5:1 in medium-sized ones (maximum 150). Betting but not bingo was to be
allowed in the latter, whereas hotel-casinos could include both. While the pro-
posed hotel-casino 25:1 ratio for machines (maximum 1250) was especially
controversial, it co-existed with minimum space requirements for non-gam-
bling areas such as restaurants.

5 According to the Nevada Gaming Almanac (2001), 60.4 percent of casino area
in Caesars Palace is used for slots, 66.8 percent in the Bellagio, 71.4 percent in
the Excalibur and 70.2 percent in the Mirage. Slots generate almost half of
gaming revenue in Las Vegas Strip properties and even more in local casinos:
75 percent in Las Vegas downtown, 84.3 percent in Laughlin’s, and 86.6 per-
cent of Boulder Strip properties.
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